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Abstract
Intestinal lesions that were previously inaccessible can now be identified. The most important new diagnostic 
tool is the endoscopic videocapsule because of its high negative predictive value. With advances in endosco-
pic methods, the classification of gastrointestinal bleeding has changed so that definition of occult and obscure 
bleeding that previously included bleeding originating in the small intestine has been relegated to cases for 
which the origin cannot be identified after performing esophagogastroduodenoscopy, colonoscopy and stu-
dies of the middle digestive tract such as endoscopic videocapsule, push enteroscopy, deep enteroscopy , 
intraoperative enteroscopy, MRI enterography, CT enterography, angiography and scintigraphy.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, digestive bleeding has been classified into 
upper gastrointestinal bleeding (UGB) and lower gastroin-
testinal bleeding (LGB). If bleeding originates above the 
ligament of Treitz, it is UGB, and if it occurs in the colon 
from the cecum to the anus it is  LGB. (1) However, the 
source of bleeding cannot be identified with upper digestive 
tract endoscopy or colonoscopy in 10% to 20% of patients. 
(2). The traditional diagnosis of these cases was “bleeding 
of obscure origin”. At present, the diagnosis is “probable 
small bowel bleeding” which requires further study with 
methods that evaluate the small intestine or which may 
require repetition of upper endoscopy or colonoscopy 
depending on the initial scenario. (3) Repetition of upper 
endoscopy is recommended when there is recurrent hema-
temesis or melena, and repetition of colonoscopy is recom-
mended when there is recurrent hematochezia. (4) The 

cause of bleeding is identified in 2% to 25% of cases by the 
second upper endoscopy, and in 6% to 23% by the second 
colonoscopy. (5) Current methods of evaluating the small 
intestine show that between 5% and 10% of all gastrointes-
tinal bleeding originate in this segment and up to 75% of 
all bleeding previously considered to be of obscure origins 
originate there. (6)

Anatomically, small intestine bleeding includes that 
which occurs at any site from the Ampulla of Vater to the 
ileocecal valve. Bleeding in this segment has also been 
called “bleeding of intermediate origin”. (7) The small 
intestine is between six and seven meters m long and is 
about 2.5 cm in diameter. It consists of the duodenum (30 
cm), the jejunum (250 cm) and the ileum (350 cm). (8) 
Due to its length and anatomical disposition, it had been 
a difficult organ to study. However, with the advent of new 
technologies, it can now be evaluated. (9) When the origin 
of bleeding is not found after examining all the segments 
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mentioned, the diagnosis is “gastrointestinal bleeding of 
obscure origin” as summarized in Figure 1. (10)

Methods available for study of the small intestine include 
push enteroscopy, balloon-assisted enteroscopy, spiral ente-
roscopy, endoscopic videocapsule (EVC), computed tomo-
graphy enterography, magnetic resonance enterography and 
intraoperative enteroscopy. (11). Intraoperative enteroscopy 
is considered to be the “gold standard” for studies of the 
small intestine. Other complementary methods for locating 
the origin of bleeding are arteriography, magnetic resonance 
angiography, CT angiography and scintigraphy. (12)

METHODOLOGY

The following MeSH terms and keywords were used in the 
search strategy for this study: small bowel bleeding, gas-

trointestinal bleeding, obscure bleeding, occult bleeding, 
overt bleeding, capsule endoscopy, single-balloon enteros-
copy, double-balloon enteroscopy, push enteroscopy, spiral 
enteroscopy, angiography, iron-deficiency anemia, magne-
tic resonance enterography, Meckel’s diverticulum, deep 
enteroscopy, intraoperative enteroscopy, CT enterography, 
scintigraphy. The search was limited to studies conducted 
in humans published in English and Spanish from 2005 
to October 2016. The electronic databases investigated 
were Cochrane, Central Controlled Trials, MEDLINE, 
EMBASE and Science Citation Index. We also searched 
manually. After identification of publications, the authors 
chose those that they believed to be the most relevant.

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS

A patient has “potential bleeding” from the small intestine 
when upper endoscopy and colonoscopy are negative. 
Clinically, bleeding may be perceptible as in melena or 
hematochezia (70%), or it can be occult (30%). The latter 
is identified by iron-deficiency anemia or a positive test for 
fecal occult blood. (13)

Etiology of small bowel bleeding (SBB)

There are numerous causes of SBB including vascular, 
inflammatory and tumor origins. The different causes vary 
with age (Table 1) and geographical areas. In South Korea, 
ulcers (26%), angiodysplasias (10%), erosions (8%) and 
tumors of the small intestine (2%) have been found to be 
the most frequent causes. (14) In Western countries, 70% 
are vascular, and angioectasias are the most frequent (20% 
to 55%), followed by tumors (10% to 20%) and Crohn’s 
disease (2% to 10%). (15)

CLINICAL APPROACH

The approach to patients with SBB starts with a good cli-
nical history including complete anamnesis and physical 
examination. The bleeding is rarely severe, (16) but when it 
is, the priority is hemodynamic stabilization of the patient. 
(17) SBB can clinically manifest as melena or hemato-
chezia depending on the extent of bleeding and intestinal 
transit. Consequently, these forms are not useful for pre-
dicting the origin of bleeding. (18) Comorbidities should 
be investigated. These include von Willebrand disease; 
valvular heart disease; hemodialysis; portal hypertension; 
vasculitis; amyloidosis; use of aspirin, NSAIDs or anticoa-
gulants; previous procedures including liver biopsies, liver 
transplantation, repairs of abdominal aortic aneurysms, 
intestinal resection and radiation therapy. Other factors 
that should be investigated include family histories of 

Figure 1. Definition of probable small bowel bleeding and bleeding of 
obscure origin. EVC: endoscopic videocapsule; CTE: CT Enterography; 
MRE: MR enterography
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inflammatory bowel disease, polyposis, malignant diseases 
and familial telangiectasia. (19) Older adults with valvular 
heart disease, chronic kidney disease or connective tissue 
diseases are at high risk of having vascular lesions in the 
small intestine at risk of bleeding. During the physical 
examination, the physician should look for predisposing 
pathologies such as hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia 
(telangiectasias on the lips or oropharynx), Kaposi’s sar-
coma (dark violaceous macules on skin and mucous mem-
branes), Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (dark brown macules on 
the mucosa of the mouth and around the lips), elastic pseu-
doxanthoma (yellowish papules that can come together 
to form plaques on the neck, elbows, popliteal fossae and 
umbilical region), Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (hyperlaxity 
and papyrus scars), Bean syndrome (blue nodules), IgA 
vasculitis (palpable purpura) and neurofibromatosis (café-
au-lait spots and subcutaneous neurofibromas). (20)

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

Current technology has overcome the limitations of tradi-
tional radiological tests. The indications, advantages and 

limitations of the different modalities for evaluating the 
small intestine are discussed below.

Endoscopic Videocapsule (EVC)

Endoscopic Videocapsules (EVC) are considered to be the 
exam of choice for examining the small intestine. They are 
digestible and disposable devices that measures 26 × 11 mm 
and which are generally expelled within eight to 72 hours. 
(21) The capsule contains a video camera, a light source, a 
radio transmitter and batteries. It take two pictures/second 
for 8 to 12 hours. The images are transmitted to a recorder 
that is located in the abdomen of the patient. The data sto-
red in the recorder are uploaded to a computer that has a 
specific software for analysis. (22) EVC was created in 1981 
and introduced in the United States in 2001. It evaluates the 
entire small intestine in 79% to 90% of patients. Its diagnos-
tic performance is 38% to 83%, its sensitivity is 95%, its spe-
cificity of is 75%, and it has a positive predictive value of 94% 
to 97% and a negative predictive value of 83% to 100%. (23).

The probability of finding lesions by this method corre-
lates positively when there is less than 10 g% hemoglo-

Table 1. Etiology of bleeding in the small intestine

Common causes (75%) Rare causes
Under 40 years of age Over 40 years of age

Vascular causes 
(24%)

Angiodysplasia (9%)  Angioectasia (54% in those over 65 years of 
age, 35% in those between 41 and 64 years 
of age)

Varices in the small intestine or portal hypertensive 
enteropathy

Dieulafoy’s lesions Dieulafoy’s lesions Blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome (Bean syndrome)
Osler-Weber-Rendu disease

Inflammatory 
causes (18%)

Crohn’s disease (34%) NSAID ulcers (13%)
Intestinal ulcers
Meckel’s Diverticulum
Non-specific enteritis (11%) Non-specific enteritis (10%)

Tumors (11%) Intestinal tumors (23%) Neoplasms (13%): GIST, lymphoma, 
carcinoid, adenocarcinoma

Kaposi’s sarcoma

Other Polyposis syndrome IgA vasculitis
Pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE)
Amyloidosis
Plummer-Vinson syndrome
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
Hereditary polyposis (PAF, PJ)
Malignant atrophic papulosis
Hemobilia
Aortoenteric fistula

FAP: familial adenomatous polyposis; PJ: Peutz-Jeghers; NSAIDs: non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs; GIST: gastrointestinal stromal tumor. Taken 
from references 1, 2, 3, 10.
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produce false negatives in up to 19% of cases. (35) So far, 
the available ECVs are diagnostic tools. However, prototypes 
already exist that allow the physician to take biopsies and to 
release hemostatic materials. (36) The characteristics of the 
available ECVs are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of available video capsules

MicroCam 
(Intromedic)

PillCam 
(SB3 Given)

EndoCapsule 
(Olympus)

Size (mm) 11 x 24 11 x 26 11 x 26
Weight (g) 3.4 3.4 3.5
Resolution (px) 320 x 320 256 x 256 512 x 512
Photos per second 3 2 2
Battery (hours) 11 8-12 8-12
Angle of vision (º) 150 140/156 145
Real-time view Yes Yes Yes

Complications
The main complication is retention of the ECV which 
occurs in 0.75% to 5.8% of patients. (37) It can occur in 
up to 13% of patients with Crohn’s disease due to stenoses. 
(38) Symptoms of obstruction should be investigated with 
a “patient capsule” in a preliminary manner. Similarly, abs-
ence of stenosis should be documented with this device. It 
is a device composed of lactose and barium that is designed 
to dissolve 30 hours after ingestion. After this time only the 
radiopaque recording device remains. It can be located, but 
its small residual size of 3 × 13 mm allows it to transit even 
in stenotic areas. (39)

Other less frequent complications are tracheobronchial 
aspiration, especially in elderly people with swallowing 
disorders. Very occasional cases of perforation have also 
been reported. (40)

Analysis of findings requires time and concentration on 
the part of the examiner. Experienced gastroenterologists 
take approximately one hour to view the 50,000 images. (41) 
Software has been developed to decrease exam time. The first 
program designed to optimize interpretation of findings was 
the “red indicator” which is a system that identifies sites with 
increased red-scale pixels. Its objective is to facilitate detec-
tion of bleeding. (42) Nevertheless, use of this system still 
results in high rates of false positives and negatives. Therefore, 
the recommendation is that this tool should be considered 
simply for support and should not be totally trusted since its 
negative predictive value is less than 100%. (43)

QuickView software also allows you to modify viewing 
speed and allows selection of images based on color. It can 
also be used to create short videos. 

Although progress has been made in reading time and 
greater detection of injuries, the false negative rate still 
remains around 12%. (44). The latest generations of EVC 

bin, duration of bleeding is greater than 6 months, there 
is been more than one episode of bleeding,  bleeding is 
overt rather than occult (60% vs. 46% , respectively). (24) 
Performance is also better in men, in people who are over 
60 years of age, in hospitalized patients, in cases in which 
the examination is performed within two weeks of the 
episode of bleeding (91% vs. 34%), and when there are 
cardiac and/or renal comorbidities. (25) Maximum per-
formance is achieved when the test is performed between 
48 and 72 hours after bleeding. (26)

Prior to the study, the patient should be prepared as 
for a colonoscopy. The current recommendation is to use 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) diluted in 2 liters of water. This 
can be used alone or in combination with simethicone to 
guarantee better quality preparation and higher diagnostic 
yield. (27) Two hours after the start of the study, the patient 
can drink liquids. Five hours after the start, the patient can 
eat normally. (28) Although most patients swallow the 
capsule without difficulty, for patients with swallowing 
disorders, it is necessary to endoscopically place the cap-
sule directly into the stomach or small intestine. Special 
accessories can be used to advance the capsule with the 
endoscope when required. These include the AdvanCE, 
polypectomy loops (to grasp it) and overtubes. (29)

The only formal contraindication is suspicion of intestinal 
obstruction which could cause the capsule to be retained 
potentially resulting in the necessity of surgical removal. 
(30) Contraindications regarding pregnancy, cardiac assist 
devices, diabetic gastroparesis, dementia and Zencker’s 
diverticula have been considered. (31)

Advantages
Endoscopic videocapsules are well tolerated by patients, 
are not invasive, and produce minimal discomfort. They 
can examine the entire small intestine to help determine 
whether shortest route to reach a lesion with comple-
mentary enteroscopy is through the mouth (anterograde) 
or through the anus and then through the ileocecal valve 
(retrograde). (32) Depending on the type of lesion found, 
it can be treated with enteroscopy, angiography or surgery.

Limitations
Limitations include inability to control their movement 
through the gastrointestinal tract, difficulty in determining 
the location of the lesion, low specificity (14% of incidental 
findings in healthy volunteers) and false negatives in 10% to 
36% of cases. (33) Also, they cannot enter the small intes-
tine when there is a Roux-en-Y reconstruction and provide 
limited views of diverticula. (34) In most cases, the papi-
lla cannot be identified and their performance is poor for 
lesions of the duodenum and proximal jejunum. They also 
have limited capacity to detect small submucosal tumors and 
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Single Balloon Enteroscopy (SBE)

Equipment for this procedure was introduced in 2007. It 
has a single balloon at the distal end of the overtube. Via the 
antegrade route it reaches a depth from 133 cm to 256 cm 
beyond the ligament of Treitz and, by the retrograde route 
it reaches to 73 cm to 163 cm above the ileocecal valve. 
(56) Its diagnostic performance varies from 47% to 74%. 
The rate of adverse events is 1%. (57)
 
Double Balloon Enteroscopy (DBE)

Double balloon enteroscopy was introduced in 2001. It 
uses an over-tube and a pump system with two inflatable 
balloons at its ends. These balloons allow the bowel to be 
folded through a series of advance and withdrawal cycles. 
(58) It must be performed with the patient under anesthe-
sia and normally takes one to two hours. The depth of the 
intubation by the antegrade route is 240 to 360 cm beyond 
than the ligament of Treitz and  from 102 to 140 cm proxi-
mal to the ileocecal valve by the retrograde route. (59) Its 
diagnostic performance is 60% to 80%, and its therapeutic 
yield is 40% to 73%. Examination of the entire small intes-
tine is achieved in 16% to 86% of cases. (60) It has been 
shown to be a useful procedure for acute bleeding and has 
a low rate of recurrence of bleeding. (61) Minor compli-
cations occur in 9.1% of patients and include abdominal 
distension or pain, odynophagia and nausea. Major compli-
cations occur in 0.72% to 1% of patients and include acute 
pancreatitis, ileus, bleeding, aspiration pneumonia, and 
perforations. (62) Perforations usually occur during large 
polypectomies. Mortality is rare, with a rate of 0.05%. (63)

Spiral Enteroscopy (SE)

Equipment for spiral enteroscopy includes a spiral overtube 
that advances into the small intestine through rotations. It 
can reach a depth of 176 cm to 250 cm. (64) When used 
alone, it has a diagnostic yield of 33%. (65) When used after 
positive capsule endoscopy, the yield is 57%. (66) Its main 
advantage is the short duration of the exam. Nevertheless, 
the retrograde approach is more difficult than it is for other 
methods. (67) Adverse effects vary: odynophagia has been 
reported in 12% of patients, mucosal tears in 27%, esopha-
geal trauma in 7% and perforations in 0.3%. (2, 68)

Intraoperative Enteroscopy (IE)

Either laparoscopy or laparotomy is required to aid the 
advance of the enteroscope through the small intestine in 
this technique. The enteroscope can be introduced orally, 

such as CapsoCam have 360 ° fields of vision and record 5 
photos per second. With a diagnostic performance similar 
to Pillcam (84.8% versus 81.8%), the CapsoCam requires 
longer reading time (32.0 minutes versus 26.2 minutes), 
but detects more lesions (108 lesions compared to 85 
lesions). (45)

Methods to overcome diagnostic difficulty in the duo-
denum are being designed based on directing a modified 
PillCam by means of an external magnet. (46) Other devi-
ces which can obtain biopsies and which have therapeutic 
options such as drug release and mechanical devices are 
also under development. (47) Examples of these are the 
NEMO (Nano-based capsule-Endoscopy with Molecular 
Imaging and Optical biopsy) and the VECTOR (versatile 
endoscopic capsule for recognition and treatment of gas-
trointestinal tumors). (48) There are already prototypes 
that have needles and nitinol clips inside a EVC to allow 
injections to be administered and clips placed. These could 
replace traditional invasive procedures that have high mor-
bidity rates. (49) An important limitation of these models 
is their small size which implies using only small volumes of 
pre-loaded medicines and which cannot contain more than 
one mechanical device for hemostasis. (50)

Another therapeutic possibility lies in production of 
local hemostasis with methods based on the generation of 
heat using an ECV preloaded with calcium oxide that can 
be released at the site of interest. (51) Similarly, insufflating 
devices that produce mechanical compression and others 
that expand upon contact with gastrointestinal fluids have 
been studied. (52)

Push Enteroscopy

Push enteroscopy has been used since 1980 to evaluate the 
duodenum 50 to 100 cm distal of the ligament of Treitz by 
using “push and pull” to advance. Yield ranges from 3% to 
70%, especially for vascular lesions, (53) but most lesions 
diagnosed have been found in accessible places through 
upper digestive endoscopy. The main disadvantage is 
the difficulty of advancing through loops, but it is useful 
because it allows treatment of proximal lesions. (54)

Deep Enteroscopy (DE)

Deep enteroscopy aims to examine a greater length of the 
small intestine as a diagnostic and therapeutic method for 
stenoses (dilations), endoscopic hemostasis (argon plasma, 
clips, injections) and polypectomies. It is balloon-assisted 
with one or two balloons, uses spiral enteroscopy, and can 
be either antegrade (introduced through the mouth) or 
retrograde (anal). (55)
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average diagnostic yield of 45%. (79) CT enterography 
uses oral and venous contrast to detect inflammatory 
lesions, neoplasms and vascular abnormalities and has a 
diagnostic performance similar to that of ECV. (80) It can 
also be used to determine whether the antegrade or retro-
grade approach is most appropriate for enteroscopy. It is 
mainly useful for diagnosis of tumors for which it is supe-
rior to ECV with a diagnostic yield of 94.1% compared to 
35.3%. Patient age of less than 40 years and severe bleeding 
are independent predictors of high diagnostic yield of CT 
enterography. (81). MR enterography is another option 
for patients with contraindications for ECV. Evidence for 
its use in cases of SBB is limited, (82) but it is indicated 
in those with contraindications to CT enterography and 
is preferred in young people because there is less radiation 
exposure than with  CT enterography. (83) These imaging 
methods can be considered before ECV in patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease, undergoing radiation therapy, 
prior to small bowel surgery and when there is suspicion of 
stenosis in the small intestine. (84)

Computed Tomography Angiography

Computed tomography angiography is an option for 
patients who are intolerant to oral contrast. It has been 
shown to have the capacity of detecting slow bleeding rates 
of 0.3 mL/min. (85)

Technetium-99m-Labeled Red Blood Cell Scans

Technetium-99m-labeled red blood cell scans  can detect 
gastrointestinal bleeding at a rate of 0.1-0.4 mL/min prior 
to selective angiography, but studies have shown its accu-
racy for locating the source of bleeding to be poor. (86)

Tc-99m Pertechnetate Scans

Tc-99m pertechnetate scans are useful for diagnosing 
Meckel’s diverticulum. This technique is based on uptake 
of pertechnetate anions by the ectopic gastric mucosa. It 
has a sensitivity of 64% to 100%, (87) but false positive 
results may occur in the following situations: arteriovenous 

rectally or through enterotomy which is generally recom-
mended. (69) The diagnostic yield is between 58% and 
88%. (70) Following a positive EVC finding, the yield is 
87%. (71) The overall rebleeding rate is 13% to 60% after 
19 months of follow-up. Complications occur in 0% to 52% 
of cases and include avulsion of the mesenteric vessels, pro-
longed ileus, hematomas, infections, and perforations. (72) 
Overall morbidity is 17%, mortality is 5%, and most of 
these cases are medical (11%) and surgical (22%) comor-
bidities. (73) This is an invasive method that should be 
reserved only for patients who have had recurrent bleeding 
and require multiple transfusions or hospitalizations after a 
broad negative evaluation or for whom enteroscopy cannot 
be performed due to stenosis or adhesions. (74)

NaviAid AB (advance balloon)

This method uses a standard colonoscope with a working 
channel of at least 3.7 mm through which a catheter with 
a balloon at the tip is advanced. The technique consists of 
advancing the catheter 30 to 40 cm distal to the tip of the 
colonoscope, insufflating the balloon, anchoring it in the 
intestinal loops and advancing the colonoscope along the 
catheter. (75) The cycle repeats itself and progresses quickly 
and securely through the small intestine. The catheter used 
has a length of 3.5 m, and the diameter of the balloon is 40 
mm. (76) The device can be removed and replaced at the 
operator’s discretion, depending on whether it is necessary 
to take biopsies or perform therapeutic interventions. In pre-
liminary studies, it has had a diagnostic yield of 44%, (77) 
even though it operates at shallower depth than conventional 
enteroscopy techniques. By the antegrade route, the depth 
of the insertion is 158 cm beyond the pylorus, and by the 
retrograde route the depth of insertion is 89 cm proximal to 
the ileocecal valve. The average time required to reach these 
distances is 15.5 minutes. (78) Table 3 summarizes charac-
teristics of equipment used to examine the small intestine.

RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Radiographic techniques include CT enterography, CT 
enteroclysis and MR enterography. Each of them has an 

Table 3. Performances of various enteroscopy devices.

Double balloon enteroscopy Single balloon enteroscopy Spiral enteroscopy NaviAid AB
Yield (%) 40-80 41-65 30-65 44
Antegrade (cm) 220-360 133-270 175-250 50-350
Retrograde (cm) 75-183 72-199 NC 20-150
Duration (min) 60-123 52-72 32-52 17-23
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ding rate. (97) However, for patients with negative results 
who are taking anticoagulants, close observation is requi-
red and other modalities should be considered as alterna-
tives, but there are still no clear indications about which 
technique to use or at what time a procedure is appropriate.

Repetition of ECV is recommended for patients with 
hemoglobin decreases of 4 g/dL or more and for patients 
whose bleeding has become manifest. In these cases, 
repetition has been reported to increase diagnostic perfor-
mance. (98) Another option is to perform double balloon 
enteroscopy which can detect the source of the hemorrha-
ging in 30% of this group of patients. Selection of the type 
of deep enteroscopy depends on availability and expertise 
in the management of the technique. In a prospective mul-
ticenter trial that compared SBE and DBE, DBE had a total 
enteroscopy rate three times greater than that of  SBE (66% 
vs. 22%, p <0.0001), but the therapeutic yield was not sta-
tistically significant due to the small number of participants 
(72% versus 48%, p <0.025). (99) One review has com-
pared the diagnostic performance of single balloon, double 
balloon, and spiral enteroscopy and found similar results 
(53.9%, 64.4%, and 47%, respectively). Regarding the 
duration of the procedure, the fastest procedure was spiral 
enteroscopy (Oral: 41.0 min., Anal: 46 min.) followed by 
SBE (Oral: 59.8 min., Anal: 68.8 min.) and DBE (Oral: 
71.6 min., Anal: 84.5 min.).

Therapeutic interventions had better results with DBE 
(40.1%) than with SBE (26.8%) and spiral enteroscopy 
(29.7%). (100) A difference of insertion times has been 
reported between DBE and spiral enteroscopy:  spiral ente-
roscopy takes about 43 minutes while DBE takes about 65 
minutes ( p = 0.007), but  DBE has a much longer reach 
length (310 cm versus at 250 cm, p = 0.004). The average 
procedure time for the antegrade approach has been esti-
mated at 79 ± 15 minutes for DBE, 65 ± 16 minutes for 
SBE, and 35 ± 6 minutes for spiral enteroscopy. (101) 
Metaanalyses that have compared these tests for the study 
of the small intestine have had varying results, with limita-
tions due to heterogeneity and wide confidence intervals, 
which decrease the levels of evidence. (102)

MASSIVE BLEEDING

For hemodynamically unstable patients, conventional 
angiography or deep enteroscopy may be considered for 
urgent care because of the possibility of therapeutic inter-
vention. If the patient has active bleeding but is hemodyna-
mically stable, CT enterography or CT angiography can be 
performed to identify the site of bleeding and then guide 
treatment. (103) For young patients with overt hemorrha-
ging a Tc-99m pertechnetate scan should be performed to 
rule out Meckel’s diverticulum. In patients with manifest 

malformations, inflammatory lesions, ulcers, obstructions, 
intussusception, duplication cysts and ectopic gastric 
mucosa. (88).

Angiography

The objective of angiography is topographic localization 
and therapeutic embolization. (89) Blood loss must be 
at least 0.5-1 mL/min for angiography to detect the site 
of bleeding, (90) and this determines its diagnostic per-
formance which is between 50% and 75% for active blee-
ding and less than 50% for slow or limited bleeding. (91) 
Potential complications include pseudoaneurysms, arterial 
thrombosis, renal failure, dissection and intestinal infarc-
tion. There may also be infections or bleeding at the cathe-
ter site which has an incidence of 10% of cases. (92) Table 4 
summarizes the diagnostic performance rates of techniques 
to evaluate the small intestine.

Table 4. Diagnostic performance of techniques that evaluate the small 
intestine

Test Yield (%)
Barium study of the small intestine 5
Endoscopic videocapsule 38-83
Push enteroscopy 30
Device-assisted enteroscopy 51-80
Intraoperative enteroscopy 58-88
Computed tomography enterography 45

DIAGNOSTIC APPROACH

During the initial approach, the diagnostic yield of ECV 
and enteroscopy for overt bleeding is 92%, but it is only 
44% for occult bleeding. (93). The probability of making 
the diagnosis with EVC or enteroscopy decreases as time 
passes. If manifest bleeding is studied within 10 to 14 days 
of the onset of symptoms, it is possible to identify the lesion 
in 67% of cases, but after three to four weeks it is reduced to 
33%. (94) EVC is the exam of choice for study of possible 
SBB since management strategy may change in 33% to 66% 
of patients and since this technique has been shown to be 
superior to push enteroscopy (63% versus to 23%). (95) 
ECV has also reduced the number of hospitalizations, addi-
tional studies and the need for blood transfusions. Its diag-
nostic yield (73% -93%) and therapeutic yield (57% -73%) 
are higher than those for enteroscopy. (96) Due to its high 
negative predictive value, enteroscopy can be avoided in 
patients with a low probability of positive findings in the 
small intestine prior to the examination. If the results are 
negative and the patient’s clinical status is stable, follow-up 
can be done without additional tests given the low reblee-
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transfusions and experience no recurrence of bleeding. (84, 
85) In other words, the risk of rebleeding after a negative 
ECV is very low, between 5.6% and 11%. (107)

Within the 12 months following deep enteroscopy, recu-
rrences of overt bleeding occurred in 34% of patients, com-
pared with 13% of patients with occult bleeding (p = 0.06) 
(87). These recurrence rates, however, were not significant 
at 30 months of follow-up (27% vs. 20%) (87). With nega-
tive DBE, the rate is 30% to 40% (42) and, with negative 
EE, 26% after 2 years of follow-up (108).

CONCLUSIONS

Recently,  gastrointestinal hemorrhages have been redefi-
ned and a new term “small bowel bleeding” (SBB) has been 
introduced. SBB explains a high percentage of those lesions 
previously classified as “of obscure origin”. This is in large part 
due to the possibility of detecting lesions in previously inac-
cessible sites which has modified the clinical and therapeutic 
approach. The endoscopic videocapsule continues to be the 
main diagnostic tool. Prototypes now being developed will 

gastrointestinal bleeding and slower bleeding rates (0.1-0.2 
mL/min), a scan with marked red blood cells should be 
performed if deep enteroscopy or ECV cannot be perfor-
med. (104 ) Figure 2 outlines the approach to small bowel 
bleeding.

CLINICAL EVOLUTION AND REBLEEDING

The rebleeding rate varies in different publications. This 
inconsistency is related to the institution, the duration of the 
follow-up and the cause of the hemorrhage. Independent 
risk factors for rebleeding include multiple transfusions 
and comorbidities such as chronic renal failure, use of anti-
coagulation and diabetes mellitus. (105) The rate of reblee-
ding after intervention to treat lesions detected by ECV has 
been studied and found to be 50% in patients with angio-
dysplasia despite endoscopic intervention. Similarly, it is 
greater for patients with lesions without clinical relevance 
regardless of whether an endoscopic procedure was per-
formed. (106) In interventions performed as the result of 
ECV findings, between 50% and 66% of patients require no 

Figure 2. Algorithm for approaching potential bleeding of the small intestine. EVC: endoscopic videocapsule; CTE: CT enterography; MRE: 
magnetic resonance enterography
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Pharmacol Ther. 2011;34(4):416-23. Doi: https://doi.
org/10.1111/j.1365-2036.2011.04744.x
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ter European study. Endoscopy. 2008;40(6):488-95. Doi: 
https://doi.org/10.1055/s-2007-995783
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ter experience of 1000 consecutive patients. Proceedings of the 
6th International Conference on Capsule Endoscopy. June 8-10; 
Madrid, Spain, 2007. Nueva York: McGraw-Hill; 2007. p. 45.

12. Goenka M.K, Majumder S, Goenka U. Capsule endoscopy: 
present status and future expectation. World J Gastroenterol 
2014;20(29):10024-37. Doi: https://doi.org/10.3748/
wjg.v20.i29.10024

13. Santhakumar C, Liu K. Evaluation and outcomes of patients 
with obscure gastrointestinal bleeding. World J Gastrointest 
Pathophysiol. 2014;5(4):479-86. Doi: https://doi.
org/10.4291/wjgp.v5.i4.479

14. Upchurch BR, Vargo JJ. Small bowel enteroscopy. Rev 
Gastroenterol Disord. 2008;8(3):169-77.

15. Lewis BS. Small intestinal bleeding. Gastroenterol Clin North 
Am. 2000;29(1):67-95. Doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/S0889-
8553(05)70108-4

16. Singh A, Baptista V, Stoicov C, et al. Evaluation of small bowel 
bleeding. Curr Opin Gastroenterol. 2013;29(2):119-24. 
Doi: https://doi.org/10.1097/MOG.0b013e32835bdc1a

17. Pennazio M, Spada C, Eliakim R, et al. Small-bowel 
capsule endoscopy and device-assisted enteroscopy 
for diagnosis and treatment of small bowel disorders: 
European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) 
Clinical Guideline. Endoscopy. 2015;47(4):352-76. Doi: 
https://doi.org/10.1055/s-0034-1391855

18. Rondonotti E, Villa F, Mulder CJ, et al. Small bowel cap-
sule endoscopy in 2007: indications, risks and limita-
tions. World J Gastroenterol. 2007;13(46):6140-9. Doi: 
https://doi.org/10.3748/wjg.13.6140

19. Mishkin DS, Chuttani R, Croffie J, et al. ASGE Technology 
Status Evaluation Report: wireless capsule endoscopy. 
Gastrointest Endosc. 2006;63(4):539-45. Doi: https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.gie.2006.01.014

20. Carey EJ, Leighton JA, Heigh RI, et al. A single-center 
experience of 260 consecutive patients undergoing cap-
sule endoscopy for obscure gastrointestinal bleeding. Am 
J Gastroenterol. 2007;102(1):89-95. Doi: https://doi.
org/10.1111/j.1572-0241.2006.00941.x

21. Singh A, Marshall C, Chaudhuri B, et al. Timing of video capsule 
endoscopy relative to overt obscure GI bleeding: implications 

offer therapeutic options in addition to the current role of 
guiding the approach to interventions. Enteroscopy techni-
ques offer similar diagnostic performances, but they must 
be chosen according to the availability and experience of the 
medical center. Among radiological techniques, CT entero-
graphy is preferred because of its characteristics, but there 
are multiple possibilities if there is any contraindication. 
Angiography is the first choice for clinically unstable patients 
since it offers rapid therapeutic intervention. There is no 
doubt about the great importance of this topic and the inter-
est it has aroused worldwide with exponential development 
of various techniques that increase diagnostic yield and allow 
treatments that result in lower rates of related morbidity.
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